
MELAKA TOY MUSEUM

Toys are not only kids' play, and for year-old George Ang, owner of the Malacca's Toy Museum, toys are something that
can be appreciated by anyone.

There is some interactivity where you can stand on particular spots to appear on a screen as if you were
alongside cartoon or action characters. Among the most notable exhibits at Melaka Toy Museum are a
life-sized Catwoman gracing the wall of the museum, and a full-sized Jar Jar Binks standing tall amidst the
exhibits. Today he has amassed over 10, figurines and toys under his roof, with some being his own and others
donated by visitors and friends. There are a few plush toys for younger kids and some toys targeted at young
girls but generally speaking the museum is likely to appeal more to boys and their dads. After the exit there is
a toy shop which parents on a budget will wish to avoid. Opening Hours and Admission Fee Open daily from 
There are some Lego-type brick models including of famous buildings. A full size Batmobile car model is
displayed. If you expect to see model train layouts, traditional dolls or old fashioned wooden toys you will be
disappointed. Some of these toys are limited editions and while they largely feature iconic cartoon and comic
characters such as Superman and Batman, the museum also features cult movie classics, such as The Mask and
Chucky by displaying rare figurines from both films. Not very cheap if you buy a stand alone ticket for the
Toy Museum only. Review Verdict The museum is clean and neat with atmospheric lighting. This Incredible
Hulk is huge. It is better value to buy one of the combo tickets available, combining with entrance to The
Shore 3D Interactive Park and the Sky Tower. To get there from Jalan Bukit Baru, search for St. David , and
the museum will be on your right. The museum consists mainly of glass display cabinets containing thousands
of figurines, models, action figures and anime characters together with some life-sized superheroes such as
Batman, Flash, Captain America, Iron Man, Thor and Superman as well as full sized Star Wars Stormtroopers
and Transformers. There are some military models, model cars and aircraft. Outside The Shore on the river
bank next to the Melaka River Cruise jetty is a 5m high statue of a robot called Supreme Prime made of
recycled metal. Pokemon, Super Mario and Minions are among the more famous characters. Ticket Price. Mr
Ang also suggests to toy owners to keep unique and rare ones in mint condition, as over time they can reach a
high value and benefit the owners through auctions and sell offs in the future. Malacca Toy Museum
advocates love for your toy, even when you feel like you have outgrown them. There is also a special section
hosting vintage toys for sale. On approaching it, you will see a giant green statue of the Hulk on the museum
rooftop and a big T-Rex on the museum grounds. Parking spaces are a little bit scarce, with street parking only
available. With prices as low as RM30, you can take home your favourite childhood toys and playthings.
Ang's love for toys was first developed back in the s, when Star Wars was first shown on the silver screen. The
section also sells vinyl records for only RM15 a pop for the music lover in you. Kids will have other ideas! If
you like action figurines of superheroes and anime characters this place will appeal to you. There is another
toy museum in Melaka, at Bukit Baru, which I must get around to visiting some time.


